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UNICOL expand pop-out mount range with Heavy Duty variation
Following customer demand, British AV Mount Manufacturer, UNICOL, have expanded their
Adapta-Wall range with the introduction of the Heavy Duty Pop-Out Wall Mount (VWPHD). Users
are now able to mount larger, heavier and more dynamic displays within their installations. The
VWPHD is going to be highlighted alongside UNICOL’s video wall feature at Integrated Systems
Europe (ISE) in February 2020.
Designed for single screen installations, the VWPHD allows users to integrate 70 – 90” screens up to
80kg into their displays. Ideal for recesses, this lockable pop-out mount offers integrators full-screen
adjustment in all planes for a smoother installation alongside the ‘push-to-close, push-to-open’
action for easy maintenance. Covering VESA fixing patterns 300x300 to 600x400mm, users are able
to mount their choice of screen make and model.
Like the rest of the Adapta-Wall range, the VWPHD offers an installer friendly solution that requires
just two people to install. Manufactured in-house in Oxford with micro-adjustment arms, ‘push to
close – push to open’ operation, and horizontal and vertical centre line marks on all back plates, the
pop-out range ensures installation is a smooth process - ensuring you, and your customers get the
most out of your display!
“By introducing the Heavy Duty Pop-Out Mount, it allows us to open up a whole new realm of
display possibilities for our customers,” comments David Jopling, Managing Director at UNICOL. “It’s
important that we continue to strive to further develop our solutions to ensure that our customers
and users are continually getting the products they need, when they need it.”
Set to be featured at ISE 2020, the Heavy Duty Adapta-Wall mount will be joined by the UNICOL
team from the 11th-14th February in Hall 1 on Stand N115. UNICOL’s experience sales team will be on
hand to answer any questions and provide demonstrations wherever necessary.
To visit ISE for FREE use the code 707137 when registering at www.iseurope.org and don’t forget to
visit the UNICOL stand. For more information on the Heavy Duty Video Wall Mount, as well as more
UNICOL products, visit www.unicol.com or call on 01865 767676.
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